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Technologies – automation – job losses
• Demand conditions for automation

– Automation technologies/robots usually involve investments in very              e
xpensive machines whose uses are limited to the purposes for which they     h
ave been originally created.

– Given this, firms will not be willing to invest in them, if demand prospects    
are uncertain. 

• Dynamic demand responses to automation
– If automation makes a product cheaper and if the demand responds strongly  

enough to the fall in prices, automation may increase output to the extent that 
there is a net increase in jobs.

• Dynamic supply responses to automation
– The introduction of new production technologies will create demands for new 

components and new producer services, thus creating new employment        o
pportunities 

– Once you include such indirect (positive) effects on jobs, the headline figures 
for job losses may be exaggerating the true extent of job losses.



It “is very unlikely that machines will exhibit     
broadly-applicable intelligence comparable to or 
exceeding that of humans in the next 20 years”,  
although “it is to be expected that machines will 
reach and exceed human performance on more   
and more tasks.”
- Artificial Intelligence, Automation and the Economy, a 
report of the National Science and Technology Council 
of the US, 2016



Politics of automation
• “After each new strike of any importance there appeared  

a new machine” (Karl Marx, The Poverty of Philosophy)

• The society can shape the way automation and robotics     
technologies evolve by using government subsidies,          
regulations, or even outright bans.

• Depending on what we do in terms of worker training and 
re-training, the same technological changes may generate 
different amounts of ‘technological unemployment’.

• The evolution of automation technology will also be         
affected by the degree to which workers resist automation, 
which in turn is critically determined by the political       a
rrangements for their job security and livelihood.


